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Abstract 
You, Z. and Z. Xu, Ball algorithms for constructing solutions of nonlinear operator equations, Journal of 
Computational and Applied Mathematics 38 (1991) 457-471. 
In the most general setting we extend the previous theory of the region contraction algorithm developed recently 
by several authors for solving nonlinear operator equations. It is demonstrated that the extended algorithm still 
possesses properties such as generating error bounds automatically, providing a computational test for the 
existence of solutions and being globally convergent under nominal conditions. As examples of applications, we 
specialize the extended theory in particular to nonlinear operator equations of monotone type. 
Keywords: Ball algorithm, region contraction algorithm, computational test for existence, nonlinear operators of 
monotone type. 
1. Introduction 
Recently a new algorithm, named the region contraction algorithm (RCA, for short), for 
solving certain types of nonlinear operator equations was developed in [5,10-1517,181. This 
algorithm, as shown in [5,11,17,18], has very attractive features and has successful applications in 
interval mathematics, numerical solution of a nonlinear system of equations as well as the 
constructive solvability theory of monotone operators. In this paper we would like to extend this 
previously developed theory and, as an application, we specialize the extended theory to the 
nonlinear operator equations of monotone type. 
Let D be a subset of a real Hilbert space H and F: D c H + 2H be a nonlinear (possibly 
multivalued) operator with kernel N(F). Let B(x, r) denote the closed ball in H with centre x 
and radius r. We recall that RCA for the problem 
OEFX, XED, (1-O) 
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is the following ball-valued iteration [18]. Given an initial closed ball B,, = B(x,, rO) C D, a 
sequence of closed balls { B, } is defined recursively by 
& =: B(Z,, 7,) = ((GBk_l c-B&), 
B, =: B(x,, rk) = 
Bk, if Xk E B,, 
((gk n B,)), if XkEBo. 
Here, for any two closed balls B, and B,, ((B, n B2)) d enotes the minimum-volume closed ball 
containing the intersection B, CT B,, and G is a geometric estimator of (1.0) that is, a ball-valued 
operator with the property 
N(F)nB(x, r)cGB(x, Y), VXED, r>O, 0.1) 
which is defined by associating every closed ball B( x, Y) with a single-valued operator g : D + H 
and a positive functional Y: D X R ++ R += [0, cc) in such a way that 
GB(x, r> = B(x - g(x), +, r)), N(g) = N(F). (1.2) 
It is known that different choices for g and r here lead to different particular algorithms for 
(1.0). For example, RCA developed in [18], which corresponds to the assumptions that 
(sl) Y( x, r) = r(x) varies independently of the argument Y, 
(s2) y(x) d II g(x) II, vx E D, 
results in Nickel’s ball Newton method [5], Williamson’s geometric estimation for contractive 
mappings [ll], the region contraction method for quasi-strongly monotone operators [10,17] and 
the ball iteration for Lipschitzian, uniformly monotone operators [12] when a particular choice to 
g and r is taken respectively (cf. [18]). 
In the setting of (sl) and (~2) the RCA has been shown to have many advantages such as 
automatically generating error bounds, providing a computational test for the existence of 
solutions and being globally convergent under nominal conditions [5,13-15,181. Therefore, it is 
naturally hoped that more and more types of equations can be treated by this theory. 
Operators F satisfying the conditions (1.1) (1.2) and (sl), (~2) frequently arise in discretiza- 
tions of certain boundary value problems and integral equations (see, e.g., [6,15]). However, we 
notice that these conditions imply the uniform monotonicity of g in the sense of [7] (cf. Remark 
of [15]). Thus the RCA theory previously developed in [5,10-15,17,18] is generally not available 
for those equations involved in operators lacking certain uniform monotonicity. On the other 
hand, in most of the cases arising in applications of the theory of monotone operators, it is 
essentially required to solve (1.0) with F being a maximal monotone operator, and a so-called 
regularized equation 0 E Jx + Fx with J a normalized duality mapping and F a maximal 
monotone operator (cf. [2-4,7-91). In all of these cases the corresponding operators are not 
uniformly monotone. This observation motivates our attempts here to establish a further 
extension of the existing RCA theory. 
Let 9 be the family of all closed balls of H and let G, defined as in (1.2), be a geometric 
estimator of (1.0). Below we first extend RCA to the following general settings: 
(~1’) T(X, r) varies with arguments x and r; 
(~2’) there is a positive function e : R + X IF3 + + R’ + such that 
r2(x, r) < y2 + II g(x) ]I2 - c( II g(x) II, r), V’B(x, y> Es. 
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And then, we apply these extended results to nonlinear operator equations of monotone type to 
which the original theory is not applicable. 
It should be noticed that the assumption (~2’) here is in fact the most possibly general setting 
for RCA to run, because, allowing e( 11 g(x) 11, r) = 0 will lead to the possibility (( GB, fl Bk)) = 
B, and hence an endless loop would happen in the algorithm. 
2. Extended theory on RCA 
In this section we establish corresponding properties of RCA in the setting (~1’) and (s2’), 
which mainly contains the error estimation, bounded convergence, global convergence and a 
computational test for existence of solutions. 
Recall that for any two balls B, = B(x,, rl) and B, = B(x,, r2) in 9, the closed ball 
((B, f’ B2)) is calculated by the formula (assuming r, 4 rl): 
where 
1 
8, if II x2 - x1 II > rl + r2, 
((4nBd)= B2(x2, r2), if llx1-x2112+r~~rf, 
KY7 4 otherwise, 
y = wlx, + (1 - w1)x2 = (1 - w2)xI + w2x2 E B, n B,, 
r = (r; - wf 11 x1 - x2 II 2)1’2 = (rf - wi 11 x1 - x2 11 2)1’2, 
wl=l-y=+[l- ljx,-~~))-~(rf-rf)], 
(cf. [5,18]). Therefore, by the definition of RCA, the ball sequences { B(x,, r,)} and { B(Z,, Tk)}, 
which are generated through RCA in the setting (sl’)-(s2’), can be expressed as [15] 
xk+l = xk - tkdxk), (2.1) 
b2(xk, rk)y if II g(xk) II ’ + r2(xky rk) < $, 
-2 
r k+l = 
1 
[ 11 dxk) 11 2 + rk2 - r2(xk3 rk)]2 
_ 
4 II dxk) II 2rkz 
rkz, otherwise, 
xk+l = 6k+lxIl + c1 - 6k+l)Xk+l, 
G+1= (1 - G+d+, II xk+I - % II 2)z+1> 
where 
1, if II dxk) iI2 + r2(Xky rk) < rkz, 
IIdxk)I12+rkf-r2(xk? rk) 
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Theorem 1 (error bounds). Let { B(x,, r,)} and { B(Z,, Yk)} be the ball sequences generated by 
RCA in the setting (sl’)-(~2’). Then 
(4 rk 1 - yk+l (2r3 -2 II hk) II> 6 i 1 a)y2Y 
1 - (2rk 11 dxk) 11) -‘c2( 11 g(xk) I), rk)]1’2, otherwise, 
(ii) 
if xk+l E &, 
1 - (4r~)-1r~+l]1’2, otherwise, 
m-l 
(iii) ?i<r,‘- C IIZj+l-~,112, Vm>n>l, 
j=n 
m-l 
(4 r,‘<r,‘- C I/x~+~-x,~~~, V’m>n>l. 
Proof. (i) follows directly from (2.2) and (~2’); (ii), (iii) and ( iv are proved exactly as in the proof ) 
of [18, Theorem 31 and [15, Lemma 11. 0 
Let & be the class of functions h : 03 +-+ R’ + such that for any monotonically decreasing 
sequence { t, } in R’ + the condition h( t,) + 0 implies t, + 0 (n + co). Also, let dl C ~2 be the 
class of functions + : [w + + R + such that ~(0) = 0 and +(t) is strictly increasing for t > 0. 
Theorem 2 (bounded convergence). Assume that the operator g appearing in (1.2) is bounded on 
B,. Then e( II g(xk) 11, rk) + 0 (k -+ oo), and, in particuhzr, 
(i) if e( I( g(x), r) = h(r) with a h E&‘, then N(F) I” B, =fl implies that any sequence { yk}, 
Yk E B(x,, rk) arbitrarily, converges to a unique solution x* of (1.0) with the following estimation: 
11 y,-x*Il <cr,+O (k+ oo), O<c<2; 
(ii) if C( I] g(x) I], r) = $( II g(x) 11) with a + E&~, then g(xk) + 0 as k + 00. 
Proof. From Theorem I(i)-(iii), { rk} is monotonically decreasing. Hence it is only needed to 
prove 4 II dxk) II, rk) + 0 (k + 00). We first observe that Theorem l(iii) implies that 
q=1 II q+1 - xi 11 2 is a convergent series (hence, I] X, - xj I] + 0 as j -+ co particularly) and the 
condition (~2’) together with (2.1) and (2.5) imply 
II x 
2-r2(xk, rk) 
k+l - xk II = tk II dxk) 11 = I’ g(xk) ‘;2~I’,;:k, 11 
d iI dxk) 11) rk) 
’ 211dxk)ll ’ 
whenever II g(xk) ]I 2 + r2(x,, rk) > ri. Therefore the conclusion follows apparently in the case 
when II dxk) II 2 + r2h rk) > ri for all integers k. In the other case, we can assume that there 
exist infinitely many k such that ]I g(xk) I] 2 + r2(x,, rk) < t-2. Let us suppose in this case that 
the conclusion is false. Then there must be a subsequence { xk, } and a positive real number b 
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such that 4 II Ax,,! II y rk,) 2 b > 0. Obviously, following the previous argument, such a subse- 
quence { xk, } contams at most a finite number of indices i, satisfying 
II dXk,J II 2 + r2bx-,,. Yk,,) ’ go. 
Accordingly, we can assume that all xk, 
r*(x,,, 
in the subsequence { xk,} satisfy II g(x,,) (I * + 
rk,) d t-2,. Thus, we find from Theorem l(i) that 
Since { rk } is monotonically decreasing, this implies that r, + 0 as k + 00. On the other hand, we 
observe that the condition (~2’) implies 
‘( II dxk) 11, ‘k,) +2r2(xk,T rk,)-r~~ IIdxk,) I12+r2(xk,~ rk) d,, 
which yields 
tZ( 11 dxk,) Ii? ‘k) G h( 11 dxk,) 11) rk,) + r2(xk, ‘k) < rl, + o ci + m>. 
This leads to an obvious contradiction: 
0 = lim e( 11 g(xk,) (1) rk,) >, b > 0. 
i+cc 
With this, the proof of Theorem 2 is completed. q 
Theorem 3 (global convergence). Let B,, c D and let there be a function $ E&, such that 
E( 11 g(x) 11, r) = +( 11 g(x) II) in (~2’). Assume that the operator g appearing in (1.2) is bounded, 
continous and satisfies 
IIg(x)-g(y))1 >h(llx--yll) forsomeh~dandanyx, YEB,,. (2.7) 
Then 
(i) N(F) n B, = fl ifjf the RCA terminates at a finite step; 
(ii) N(F) n B, Zfl ifand only tfthe RCA never terminates at a finite step and, in this case, 
sequence { xk } converges to a solution x * of (1.0) on B,, with the error estimation 
II xk - x* 11 <crk, o<c<2. 
the 
Proof. If the RCA terminates at a finite step, say the k,th step, then by the definition of 
algorithm either GBk, f~ BkO or Bku n B, is empty (here BkO stands for B( xkO, rk,). Therefore, 
condition (1.2) imphes that there is no solution to (1.0) on B,,. 
the 
the 
Conversely, if the RCA never terminates at a finite step, then { B(x,, r,)} must be infinite 
(hence so is { xk}). In this case, we claim that the sequence { xk } must be Cauchy also. Suppose 
it is not, then there is some positive real number < such that, for all natural numbers N, one can 
find n, ma-N with 
II x, - x, 11 >, 6 > 0. (2.8) 
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Given this 6, we below will construct a pair of subsequences violating this inequality. For this 
purpose, define 
N,=rnin{j: I/xk+i-xkII <lforanyk>j}, 
n,=min{p~N,: thereisI>psuchthat IIxP-xIII >E}, 
m,=min{q2n,: (Ix,,-xxqII >c}, 
which is possible since, by the assumption and Theorem l(iv), 11 xk+ i - xk II + 0 ( k -+ cc) and 
(2.8) is valid. Thus we first find a pair x,, and x,,. For any i > 1, in the same way, define 
N,=min 
i 
j: IIxk+i-xkII Gmin (f? IIs,,_,-x,~,Il-r),Vk>j), 
ni=rnin{p~Ni: thereisI>p suchthat IIxP-xIII >e}, 
mi=min{q>ni: IIxq-x,,II >E}, 
we find the i th pair x,, and x,, . We now show that the subsequences { x,,} and { x,, } so defined 
fulfil our purpose. In fact, it is seen from the construction above that either n, = m, - 1 or 
II X,# - x,, II G E* Hence, we always have 
c G II x,, - %?I, II G II x,, - x,,-1 II + II -%I-1 - %I, II GE + min (f? lb,,_, -xm,_, II -c} 
= min f + E, II x,,_, - x,,_, 
i II). (2.9) 
This implies that the sequence { II x,, - x,, I I } decreases monotonically and converges to e. On 
the other hand, however, from Theorem 2(ii) we know that g(x,) + 0 and n -+ 00 and, in 
particular, g(x,,) and g(x,,) both tend to zero as i + co. Therefore, the assumption (2.7) implies 
that h( II x,, - +, II)+Oasi-+cc.SincehE&‘,itfollowsthat [Ix,,-x,,JI-+Oasi+ccalso. 
From (2.9) this m turn implies e < 0, an obvious contradiction! 
Let { xk } converge to some element x *. x * clearly belongs to B, because B, is closed. Since g 
is continuous and g(xk) + 0 as k + CO, x * is also a solution of equation g(x) = 0, x E B,. 
From (1.2), therefore, x * E N(F) f~ B0 and Theorem 3 is proved. 13 
Theorem 4 (existence test). Let BO c D and let the operator g appearing in (1.2) be hemicontinuous, 
bounded and monotone in the sense that 
(9 (g(x) -g(y), x-y) 20, tfx, YEBOY 
(ii) (g(x) -g(Y), ~-Y)~~(ll~-YllwvYII~ ~‘xE4lY YENd”boL (2.10) 
(iii) + ESP and s* - ~C#I(S)S E.E?~. (2.11) 
Define the ball-valued operator L by 
LB(x, r) = B(x -g(x), (r* - 2$(r)r + II g(x) II*)“*). 
Then one of the following two conditions: 
(Ti) LB, c int B,,, 
(T2) LB, c B, and for c = x0 - 0 II g(%J Il)g(%)/ll g(xo) II) d%) + 07 
(g(c), d4 = 0 iff g(c) = 03 
(2.12) 
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implies that (1.0) has a unique solution x * on B0 and anY sequence { Yk}, Yk E B( xk, rk), 
converges to x *. 
Proof. We first show that the ball-valued operator L, defined by (2.12), is also a geometric 
estimator of (1.0). Indeed, the assumptions (2.10), (2.11) imply that for any y E N(P) f~ B(x, r) 
= N(g) n B(x, r), 
II x -g(x) -Y II 2 = II x -Y II 2 - 2(gbL x -Y> + II d-4 II 2 
G IIX -Y II 2 - a( II x -Y II) II x -Y II + II g(x) II 2 
< r2 - 24++ + ll g(x) ll 2. 
Hence N(F) n B( x, r) c LB( x, r) for any B(x, r) E 9, x E D, as claimed. Thus, the RCA for 
(1.0) can be defined by using the ball-valued operator L instead of G to generate two ball 
sequences {B(x,, r,)} and {B(Xk, yk)}. By the definition of the operator L, these sequences 
must be infinite, for the intersections B(x,, rk) CT LB(x,, rk), LB(x,, rk) Cl B,, and 
((L&x,, rk) n B(x,, rk))) are all nonempty whenever xk E B,, (note that s* - 2$(s)s > 0 for 
all s > 0). Below, we use these sequences to constructively prove the existence of (1.0) on B, 
(consequently, the convergence follows directly from Theorem 2 also). Following the proof of 
[15, Theorem 21, we proceed by the following steps. 
Step I. Assuming that 
limkmf 1) g(xk) 1) = b > 0, 
we justify { t,} EZ1, where t, are defined as in (2.5). Obviously, in the present case there exists at 
most a finite number of indices k such that I] g(xk) ]I 2 + r2(xk, rk) G rt (for, otherwise, 
Theorem 2(i) implies that c( ]I g(xk) ]I, rk) = 2+(rk)rk -+ 0 and hence lim inf,,, ]I g(xk) ]I = 0). 
Therefore, we below assume I] g(xk) ]I * i- r2(xk, rk) > rt for every k. Notice that in this case the 
condition (~2’) together with equalities (2.3) and (2.5) imply 
2 -2 
rk+l = rk+l - ‘;+I II %k+l - xO iI 2 = ‘:+I - iI xk+l - xk+l II 2 
= (1 -?)k)(l - 2rk*+(rk)tk)rk2 
2 ... >,riCI fi (1-~i)(l-2rj~1~(rj)tj), Vk>,k,>O, 
j=k, 
where 
1O, if xk+i E B,, 
qk= lIXk+I-Xk+ll12 
i 
-2 3 otherwise. 
‘k+l 
From (2.3) and (2.6), we have 
77k=8k2+1 IIxk+J2-xOi12 =f (IIXk+l-XOl12-r~-~~+~)2, 
rk+l (?,+I 11 xk+l - xO II >’ 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
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whenever Xk + I E&. Since the operator g satisfies (2.10), (2.11) (hence, the function s2 - 2t$(s)s 
is nondecreasing in s for any fixed t E [0, l]), t, < 1, xk E B, and the assumption LB,, c B, 
implies cp( rO) 2 ]I g( x0) I(, it follows from (2.1) that 
II x kfl - xO II 2 = iI xk - tkdxk) - xO iI 2 
= II xk - xO 11 2 - 2tk(dxk), xk - xO> + II xk+l - xk II 2 
G 11 xk - xO II * - 2tk+( 11 xk - xO 11) II xk - xO II 
- 2tk(dxO), xk - xO> + iI ?k+l - xk 11 2 
G $ - 2tk+(rO)r0 + 2tk II dxO> II rO + 11 :k+l - xk 11 2 
< r‘f + 11 xk+l - xk (1 2. 
From Theorem l(iii), this implies further that 
II x k+l -xo~~2~r~+r;--2 rk+l. 
Bringing this into (2.14), we then find that whenever Xk+izBo 
l)kG -2 
rk+l 11 xk+l - xO II 2 ’ 
which in turn, by the fact Xk+,EBO and (2.2), implies 






~~(1_2~~,i-‘(~)*~~~l_ +(‘k)’ ]-‘(“,;. 
rk r0 iI dxk) iI 2 rO 
Since r, + 0 as k + 00 (by Theorem 2(i)) and 
limkrrf ]I g(xk) ]I = b > 0, 
this implies that there exist some k, > 1 and 77 E (0, 1) such that nk < TJ for every k > k,. 
Accordingly, we get from (2.13) that 
The left-hand side of this inequality tends to zero as k + 00, therefore, { r,: ‘c#B( rj) t, } _z I’ follows. 
Owing to the fact that the condition (2.11) implies +(rj) < ir,, we then conclude { tj} El’. This 
completes Step I. 
Step II. We demonstrate the existence of a solution to (1.0). Carrying things out exactly as in 
the proof of [15, Theorem 21, but by using the conclusion established in Step I, we first can find a 
2 E B. satisfying 
(g(u), z-u) GO, VuEBo. (2.15) 
We now show that the element z is exactly a solution of (1.0). To this end, we observe that the 
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condition LB, c B, implies $( rO) > I] g( x0) ]] and hence, for every y E Boundary( BO) = { x E H: 
(lx--0ll ‘%~~ 
MY)? Y-~d~wd Y-~,~+~(IIY-~,II)IIY-~,II 
2 b+iJ - II d%) II)% 2 0. (2.16) 
Consequently, (g(y), y - x0) = 0 if y = c = x0 - II g(xd II -‘K’( II &d IlM4 and dxd + 
0. It follows that (tg( y), y - x0) > 0 for every y # c and t > 0. Therefore, for every y E B,\ { c}, 
a positive real number T(y) > 0 exists such that y - tg( y) E B,, as long as t E (0, T(y)). By 
virtue of this fact, it is seen that whenever z E B,\{ c} we can take u =: z - tg(z) in (2.15) with 
t E (0, T(z)) to obtain 
(g(z - Q(Z))> Q?(z)> G 0. 
Dividing both sides of this inequality by t and then passing to the limit as t + 0, we then get 
I] g(z) I] < 0 by the hemicontinuity of g, which shows that z is a solution of (1.0) in this case. In 
the case when z = c in (2.12) we easily see from (2.10) that 
0 = (g(z), z -x0> = (g(c), c -x0> = II dxo) II -‘G-Y II d%) Il)(S(~O)~ g(c)). 
So, from the assumption (T2), z = c is just a solution of (1.0) and this completes the proof of 
Theorem 4. 0 
Remarks. (1) Theorems 1 and 2 here are generalizations of [18, Theorems l-51, and Theorem 4 
extends the main result of [15]. Noting that in the setting (sl), (~2) the condition r(x) < X 1) g(x) 11, 
X c 1, implies (~2’) is satisfied for E( ]I g(x) I], Y) = (1 -X) ]I g(x) ]I, Theorem 3 here also 
generalizes [18, Theorem 61 and [13, Theorem 41. Thus, the theorems established in this section 
particularly include all results of Nickel’s ball Newton method, Williamson’s geometric estima- 
tion method and all other specializations of RCA studied respectively in [5,10-15,17,18]. 
(2) We emphasize the significance of Theorems l-4 here by the following observations. For a 
given geometric estimator G of (1.0) we assume N(F) # El. Then it is seen that N(F) = N(g) c 
B(x,, rk) for every k > 0, that is 
D(x/0 N(F)) =: sup{ II x/c -x* ll: x* EN(P)} <r,. 
Therefore, r, is an error bound for xk to approximate N(F). In this case, Theorem 1 says that 
the approximation of xk to N(F) must be more and more accurate as k goes to infinity; 
Theorem 2 says that in the condition of boundedness of g the sequence { xk } actually converges 
either to a unique solution of (1.0) or to an e-approximate solution of the equation g(x) = 0. 
(Recall that xk is said to be an r-approximate solution of g(x) = 0 if ]I g( x * ) I] < E.) This shows 
that RCAs are successful as long as the existence of solutions to (1.0) can be known in advance. 
As it is well known, there are various available criteria for testing existence of a solution to (1.0). 
But Theorem 4 here seems to have particular interest due to the fact that (Ti) and (T2) here are 
computationally verifiable and, what is more, the existence of a solution is really checked by 
executing the RCA itself. In the light of this particular feature, Theorem 3 together with 
Theorem 4 then hints a very attractive and satisfactory possibility (cf. [15]): by executing RCA a 
certain number of steps starting from a trial ball B, (of course, for given (1.0) which satisfies the 
assumptions (1.1) (1.2) and (sl’), (s2’)), we either have found a ball BkO = B(xkO, rk,) satisfying 
LB,,, c BkO or the algorithm is terminated at a finite step. In both cases, existence or nonexistence 
of solution to (1.0) on B, is ascertained (see, e.g., [5,12,15]). 
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3. Applications to operator equations of monotone type 
Let F: D c H + 2H be a nonlinear multivalued mapping with the property 
(f-g, X-Y) w(llx-~ll)llx-~ll~ tfx, YED, f~Fx> gEFy, GE&. (3 .o> 
Recall that F is said to be uniformly monotone if (3.0) holds for G(t) = crt with a constant 
(Y > 0; strongly monotone if (3.0) holds for some @ EzZ~; monotone if (3.0) holds for $ = 0; 
maximal monotone if it is monotone and its graph G(F) = {[x, f] c H x H: x E D, f~ Fx} is 
not properly contained in the graph of any other monotone mapping. It is well known that these 
mappings naturally arise in numerous problems such as differential equations of elliptic type, the 
integral equations of Hammerstein type, Hilbert networks and convex programming (cf., e.g., 
[2-4,7]). In this section we will apply the extended theory of RCA to such types of mappings. 
Because in the situation when F is uniformly monotone this has been done in [10,12,17], we 
below mainly consider the cases to which the original theory fails in use. 
In what follows, we always let D(F) and R(F) denote the domain and the range of F, and let 
f be a selection of F, which means that f is a single-valued operator such that f(x) E Fx for 
any x E D(F). 
3.1. Strongly monotone mappings 
Corollary 5. Let F be a bounded monotone mapping which has a hemicontinous selection f? Suppose 
an x0 E D and a + EJ&‘, exist such that 
(9 B(x,, ro) = D, ro ’ +-‘( II fix,> II), 
(ii) s2 - 2t,$(s)s is nondecreasing in s E (0, ro) for some to > 0, 
(iii) U(x) -.fIy), ~-~)~~~II~-~II~II~-~Il~~~~~~ eNg)u{xo). 
Specialize RCA by 
Bo = B(xo, 6’( II ho) II))> 
GB(x, r) = B( x - t&f-(x), (r2 + I] t&x) II 2 - 2to$+)ry2). (3.1) 
Then 
(a) (1.0) has a unique solution x * E B,, 
(b) the RCA converges to x *, and, more precisely, for any y, E B(x,, r,,), the sequence { y,} 
converges to x* with the error bounds 
I] y,-x* ]I <cr,+O (n-+ oo), O<c<2. 
Proof. As shown in the proof of Theorem 4, the ball-valued operator G defined by (3.1) is a 
geometric estimator of the equation f”(x) = 0. Hence (a) and (b) follow directly from Theorem 4 
and Theorem 2(i), provided we notice that the conditions GB(x,, ro) c int B(x,, ro) is equiv- 
alent to r, > +-‘( ]I f”(xQ) I]) and that the strong monotonicity of F implies N(F) = N(f”) is a 
singleton whenever N(f) Z 0. 0 
Corollary 6. Assume that F is a bounded, strongly monotone mapping which is single-valued and 
uniformly continuous on any closed, bounded subset of D. Specialize RCA by 
GB(x, r) = B( x- iF(x), (r2+ Il~Fxl12--lj,(llFxll))1’2), (3.2) 
Bo =B(xo, 6’( II Fxoll)), 
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where 
44) = +(h-‘( II Fx Il>)h-‘( II J’xII)> 
h(f)=(l+t)sup{ llJ’x-FYI); Ilx-yll Gt, x, YE&}. (3.3) 
Then (1.0) has a unique solution iff the RCA so specialized is never terminated at a finite step. In 
the latter case, the sequence {x,,} defined by RCA converges to the unique solution x * of (1 .O), 
with the error estimation 
I/x,-x* II Gcr,, o<c<2. 
Proof. The uniform continuity of F implies that the function h(t) defined by (3.3) makes sense, 
is strictly increasing and uniformly continuous on the interval [0, 2r,] [6, Theorem 3.111. Hence 
the assumption (2.7) is satisfied for g(x) = $Fx. By Theorem 4, it is further only needed to prove 
that the ball-valued operator G, as defined in (3.2), is a geometric estimator of (1.0). Indeed, for 
any x * E N(F), we observe that 
]I x - +Fx -x* II * = I( x -x* II* - (Fx, x -x*) + II +Fx II * 
< IIx-x*Jl*- +( Ilx--* II> Ilx--* II + II~Fxll* (3.4) 
and, from (3.3), we also have ]I Fx II = II Fx - Fx* 11 < h( )1x-x* II), Vx, x* E B,, which im- 
plies I( x - x* I] 2 h-‘( II Fx II). Combining this with (3.4), we find 
(1 x - :Fx - x* (I* G r* - ~(~-‘~lI~~Il~)~-‘(Il~~II~+ II:Wl*~ 
for any x E N(F) n B( x, r). It implies directly that G is a geometric estimator of (l.O), 
completing the proof of this corollary. q 
The following special case of Corollary 5 is known as the uniform monotonicity theorem [6, 
Theorem 6.4.41. 
Corollary 7. If F: H 4 H is a single-valued, hemicontinuous, strongly monotone operator, then F is 
a homeomorphism from H to itself. 
3.2. Maximal monotone mappings 
Let F: D=D(F)cH+~~ be a maximal monotone mapping with its resolvent operator 
R,, = (I + AF)-’ for any X > 0 (it makes sense, see, e.g., [2,7]). For an arbitrarily fixed X > 0, 
specialize RCA by 
GB(x, r) = B( R,x, (r* - 11 x - R,x II 2)1’2), 
B, = B(x,, rO) ~9, arbitrarily. 
(3.5) 
Corollary 8. (i) N(F) n B, # ,0 iff the RCA so specialized is never terminated at a finite step, and, 
in the latter case, the sequence {x,} defined by the RCA converges weakly to one solution of (1.0) 
on B,,; 
(ii) if, in addition, F-’ exists as a single-valued operator from R(F) into D(F) and is 
continuous at 0 E R(F), then N(F) f? B,, # 0 implies the strong convergence of { x, } to the unique 
solution of (1.0). 
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Proof. (i) The ball-valued operator G, defined by (3.5) is a geometric estimator of (1.0) because, 
for any x * E N(F) n B(x, r), the monotonicity of F implies that for some selection f of F 
r*), 11x-x*1(*= Ij(I+Af)(R,x)-(I+Xf)(R,x*)(l* 
=IIR,x-R,x*~~*+2h(f(Rhx)-f(RAx*), R,x-Rx”*) 
+ V[f(Rxx) -f(R,x*)l II * 
> I( R,x - RAx* II* + 11 x - R,x 1) * 
anditiseasytoseethat N(F)=N(I-R,)={x: x*= R,(x *)}. By [7, Theorem 111.3.11, R, 
and (I - Rh) both are bounded, continuous operators. Hence, if the RCA specialized by (3.5) 
stops at a finite step, then (1.0) has no solution on B,; otherwise, the RCA generates an infinite 
sequence {x0), which consists of the centres of the balls B(x,, rk), and, by Theorem 2(ii), 
g(x,) =x, - Rxx, = Xf(Rhx,) + 0 as n + cc. Since { x, } c B, is bounded, the reflexivity of H 
implies that an { n, } and x * E H exist such that RXx,, converges weakly to x* as j --, 00. Using 
the monotonicity inequality of the form 
(g(x,,)-Xf(x), R,x,,-x) 20, vx~D(F)y fEFx, 
and passing to a limit as i * co in this inequality, we obtain 
(0-Xf(x), x*-x) 20, VXED(F), f(x) E Fx. 
Since XF obviously is a maximal monotone mapping (for F is), it follows immediately that 
0 E X Fx * [7, p.1051. Hence x * E N(F). Noting further that the weakly lower semicontinuity of 
the norm implies 
II x* - x0 I( < lim tnf (1 R,,x,,~ 
I 
- x0 II G “7 II dxnr) II + lim sup II x,, - x0 II G ro, 
(i) 
we see x* E B, also. Consequently, x * is a solution of (1.0) on B,. In order to show the weak 
convergence of { x, }, we notice that x * E N(F) CT B, clearly is a weak limit point of { x,} 
because x, - RAx, = g( x,) + 0 as n + cc. Hence it is sufficient to show the uniqueness of weak 
limit points of { xn }. Assume that it is not, namely, there is at least another element x7 # x * 
such that XT is also a weak limit point of { x, } (hence, of { Rxx, }). From the argument made 
just above, obviously x;” mustbeinN(F)nBoalso.Thus,:x:+3x*EN(F)nBosinceN(F) 
is a closed convex set [7, p.1051. Furthermore, we observe that in the present case g(x) = x - R,x 
obviously is a monotone operator and, for any y * E N(F) n B,, the sequence { x,} defined by 
the RCA satisfies 
II x k+l-Y*l12G lIxk-Y*l12+ II~k+l-~kl12+ II~k+l-xk+ll12 
(see [15] for the proof). Hence it follows from Theorem l(iii), (iv), which implies { )I Xk+, - 
x,I12)El’ and WG+l-~k+l II’} E I’, that the sequence { ]I xk - y* I( ‘} is convergent. 
Accordingly, we conclude from the identity 
(xn-xT, x:-x*>= ]]x-:x:-:x*]]‘- ]]x,-xx:.]]2- ]]:(xp-x*)]]* 
that there exists some constant b such that 
lim (xn--xi+, x:-x*) =b. 
n+* 
Since XT and x * both are weak limit points of { x, }, it follows immediately that 0 = b = - II XT 
-x*(1 <O,Thi s is a contradiction, which justifies our assertion. 
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(ii) Since F -’ is single-valued, particularly the solution of (1.0) is unique. From A-‘&x,) = 
x+(x, - R,x,,) =f(R,x,) -+ 0 (n + cc), it follows that RXx, = F-‘f( R,x,) -+ F-IO = N(F) as 
n -+ cc (using the continuity of F- ’ at 0), and hence x, + N( F) as n -+ cc. This completes the 
proof of the corollary. 0 
3.3. Monotone mappings of Lipschitz type 
Let F be a single-valued monotone mapping which satisfies the Lipschitz condition 11 Fx - 
Fy 11 < L 11 x -y 11, Vx, y E D and let RCA be specialized by (1.2) with 
g(x) =a[F(x-j3Fx) +/3Fx], (34 
r(x, r) = ( r2 + II g(x) II 2 - 241 - PL) II Fx II 2)1’2> (3.7) 
where (Y > 0 and p-i > (1 + L2)“2 are arbitrary positive real numbers. 
Corollary 9. Assume that there is 4 E&’ satisfying 
IIFx-FYII M(llx-VII), vx, YED. (34 
Then (1.0) has a solution on B,, iff the RCA so defined is never terminated at a finite step. In the 
latter case, moreover, the sequence {x, } defined by the RCA converges to a solution of (1.0) on B,. 
Proof. For any x E D and x * E B( x, r) n N(F), denote x - j3Fx by z. From the monotonicity 
and Lipschitz continuity of F we then have 
/Ix-g(x)-x*(12= IIx-~(Fz+/~Fx)-x*~~~ 
= IIx-x*l12-2a(Fz, x-x*) -2a&Fx, x-x*) + II~(x)I(~ 
d IIx-x*~~2-2~(Fz, x-x*) + IIg(x)l12 
and 
(Fz, x-x*)=(Fz, z-x*)+&Fz, Fx)>p(Fz-Fx, Fx)+/311Fxlj2 
>, -P II Fx II II Fz - Fx II +P II Fx II 2 a P(1 - PL) II Fx II 2. 
Therefore 
II x -g(x) - x* II 2 G II x - x* II 2 - 24l- PL) II Fx II 2 + II g(x) II 2 
< r2 + 1) g(x) II 2 - 2@(1 - PL) )I Fx (I 2 = r2(x, r). 
This shows that GB(x, r) = B(x - g(x), r(x, r)) is a geometric estimator of (1.0). Also, for any 
x* EN(g), it is seen that Fz* + /3Fx* = 0 and hence Fz* +x* -z* =O, where z* =x* - 
pFx*. This implies from the monotonicity of F that 
II Fx* II 2 = 11 Fx* - Fz* + z* - x* II 2 < II z* -x* II 2 + 1) Fx* - Fz* 11’ 
<(l+L2)I(x*- z* )I 2 < (1 + L2)/12 II Fx* I( 2 < (I Fx* II 2, 
in which the equality holds iff Fx* = 0. It follows that N(F) = N(g). Now we see, as shown in 
the proof of Theorem 3, that if the RCA is terminated at a finite step, then no solution to (1.0) 
exists on B,,; otherwise, Theorem 2(ii) implies that Fx, + 0 and k + 00 and { xk } is a Cauchy 
sequence. (It should be noted that, here, instead of using the assumption (2.14), we use (3.8) to 
deduce +( II x,, - x,, II) G II h, II + II %, II + 0.) Since F is continuous, the corollary directly 
follows. 0 
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Remarks. (1) Corollary 5 extends [10,12,17] and [13, Theorem 31 to strongly monotone mappings, 
which has a fundamental application in the Tikhonov regularization method for monotone 
operator equations Ax = 0 (cf. [4]). In this case the basic problem is to solve the regularized 
equation aJx + Ax = 0 with the normalized duality J and a small parameter (Y. As shown in [16], 
J in general is strongly but not uniformly monotone. Consequently so is the equation aJx + Ax. 
(2) It seems to be the first time here to exhibit the global convergence property of the RCA, as 
shown in Corollaries 6-9, when applied to equations of monotone type. This is very important, 
because this hints a possibility of testing the existence or nonexistence of solutions of a very wide 
range of equations by numerical experiments (cf. [15]). Additionally, we remark that in Corollary 
9 the condition (3.8) will automatically be satisfied in the situation where H is finite-dimensional 
and F is a one-to-one mapping (in fact, by letting ~(0) = 0 and +(t) = inf{ 11 Fx - Fy I: 
(1 x -y I( a t, x, y E D} for any t > 0, it is easy to see that + ESZ? and ( Fx - Fy )I a +( II x -y II)). 
(3) The RCA specialized by (3.5) can be regarded as an extension of the so-called proximal 
point algorithm or resolvent iteration methods discussed in [2,8,9], which are known to have 
important applications to the solution of convex programming problems [16]. In particular, it is 
interesting here to note that although the resolvent iteration x, = Rx,8x,_l with x0 E D and 
{ X, } E I ‘\ I’ is not necessarily weakly convergent [2,8], the RCA specialized by (3.5) does 
guarantee its weak convergence to a solution of (1.0) (Corollary 8). 
(4) Finally, we remark that the general results developed in Section 2 not only can be applied 
to equations of monotone types. They can also be used, for instance, to continuously differentia- 
ble operator equations (see, e.g., [13]). 
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